Eastling Primary School
Literacy Targets

A booklet for parents and
children
Summer Term

Help with writing:
Tick these skills off when you see them:
1
 2
 3




[Children should know that sentences start with a capital letter and end with a full stop.]

Spelling:

These are part of the core words list for this term- can you
spell them all (and then use them in ‘free’ writing)?

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

gave
fell
stop
fast
wish
white

may
ran
help
walk
think
should

find
tell
sing
five
why
another

fly
than
going
keep
these
woman

many
sat
how
found
work
because

Plus words such as the colours [red, yellow, green,
blue, black, white, purple] and their address.

We’ve put the words in small groups to be more manageable on a weekly basis
Three new words I’ve learnt from my reading books are:

What literacy work is going on?
Stories with
familiar settings

Children will be reading stories such as ‘Oliver’s
Vegetables’, ‘Peace at Last’ by popular authors.
Writing is then based on making changes to the
original stories.
Non-fiction
Children learn to follow instructions, verbal and
Instructions
written. Then learn how to write instructions of
their own for familiar activities.
Poetry ‘Really
Using descriptive words and phrases, children learn
Looking’
to understand what adjectives are, through looking
carefully at objects, pictures and texts.
Non-fiction
Children learn the difference between fact and
Information texts fiction. They read and write information on a
variety of topics and learn how non-fiction texts
work.
The types of writing will centre on types of books or stories and will also
include spellings, punctuation and grammar as part of the lesson. Guided
Reading in groups also reinforces learning, also including handwriting,
comprehension and expanding vocabulary.

Some games to play that will help!
Pelmanism: This is a simple game to make and
play. Write two copies of each word and then
mix them up. Can you find the two halves of the
pair?

Word Bingo: Make bingo boards with words instead of numbers.
Add the words to a jar and then draw them individually until a
player shouts “Bingo”

Helping with reading
Please read with your child at least three times a week—even
if they are “good” readers.
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Tick these skills off when you hear them:



1,
2

Here are some suggested authors you might want to try:
(Remember to use the school library and Faversham Library on a regular basis)
Jan Pienkowski
Meg and Mog series

Roald Dahl

‘Winnie the Witch’ books by
Valerie Thomas and Korky

Julia Donaldson

Jill Murphy

John Burningham

Emily Gravett

